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Composite Floor Systems
Composite floor systems generally consist of multi-
steel floor panel (metal deck), concrete, and steel
beam. The deck not only functions as permanent
formwork to the concrete, but also contributes
strength to the concrete. In a floor or roof system, the
deck normally spans in a direction transverse to the
steel beams. Composite behavior is achieved by
connecting the steel beam to the concrete floor slab it
supports, causing the two parts to act together as one
unit. In essence, composite behavior is possible only
if the horizontal slippage between the two
components is prevented. This can be accomplished if
the horizontal shear at the interface is resisted by
connecting elements known as shear studs.

Integrated Retaining Wall
The proposed design requires a wall to retain the
soil between building 1 and 2. With ConXtech
this reinforced concrete wall is able to serve as
an axially loaded column and a retaining wall
simultaneously. Using simple moment frames
the wall creates torsional issues and has to be
isolated from the structure. The retaining wall is
designed to clear surcharge influence areas
caused by the upper pad footings and resist all
driving forces.

As shown in Figure 6, the footing of the wall is
14' tall with a them thickness of 12". The footing
is embedded 3’ has width of 8” and is 1’ 6”
thick.

ConX System
ConX system is an innovative solution to moment-frames.
The ConX system uses a bolted, collar system to create 4-
way moment connections to tubular steel columns. Consist of
high-quality fully automated shop welds that join the beam to
collar piece. Each frame of the superstructure consists of
ConX moment connections which result in a highly robust
system. Comparative analysis has been performed between
conventional special-moment-frames vs. the ConX system.

Project  Background
This project provides redevelopment of the Los Angeles
Sheriff’s Department – Special Enforcement Bureau at the
Biscailuz Regional Training Center. Six two-story structures are
replaced by single structure housing. Design consists of:
foundations, retaining wall, grading, structural framing, off-site
improvements, and LEED. Structure has been analyzed with
ETABS, supplemented by Building-Information-Modeling.

LEED Gold certification
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is
an internationally recognized green building certification
system. One of the benefits for obtaining any one of the
LEED certification is higher future capital value than other
typical structures. Our goal is to design the structure for
LEED Gold Certification. For LEED gold, we will have to
obtain a minimum of 60 LEED points. One of the credits that
we have earned LEED points is from the Energy and
Atmosphere Credit for on-site renewable energy by
incorporating the design for the solar panels. Another credit
that we have earned is the Roof Heat Island Effect through
the design of the green roof. After numerous preliminary
designs, our goal was achieved by having 13% renewable
energy from the solar panels and meeting the criteria for the
Roof Heat Island Effect which gives us a total of 8 LEED
points based on the structure’s energy consumption.

Solar Panel Design 
The layout consists of 244 solar panels over a total
of 3,800 sq feet. Per ASCE-7-05 Section 13.3.1 the
structure is considered as a nonstructural
component for seismic demands. However, since
the seismic load combination governs for LRFD,
we designed the structural frames with seismically
moment resisting steel framing.

Grade Beam
Grade beams are installed above the footings
in order to combat the torsional irregularities
caused by the uneven distribution of loads
throughout the structure. Grade beams were
designed as a beam with fixed ends and equal
moments located at both ends. The dimensions
were computed as 36”x24” for the
conventional system and 36”x18” for the
ConX system. Grade beams are connected to
the structural columns by its reinforcing
rebars.

As shown in Detail 3, a portion of the slab acts with each steel
beam to form a composite T-section consisting of the rolled steel
shape augmented by a concrete flange at the top. The composite
floor system together with other boundary elements will form a
diaphragm that not only supports gravity loads, but also is capable
of resisting lateral loads.

Detail 1: Typical Composite 
Beam Detail

Detail 2 :Section of Steel Deck 
Schedule 

Detail 3: Typical Composite Beam 
Stud detail 

Detail 5:  Joist to Beam Gravity 
Connection

Detail 8 : Conx Moment Collar Assembly: 
Plan View  Detail 4: Steel Deck Fastener Layout  

Detail 7 : Beam to ConxL Collar 
Connection  Detail 9 : Base Plate Detail  Detail 10 : RBS Section  

Detail 6:  Joists to Girder Gravity 
Connection

Figure 1: Project Site 
Figure 2: Solar Panels Trellis   

Figure 3:  Composited 
Floor System  

Figure 4: Wind Pressure Applied  
Figure 6: The Footing Wall  

Figure 8: Grade beams  Figure 7: ConX connections  

In order to meet both solar
panel’s area and heat island
effect restrictions, the
location of the structures is
both on the green roof and
in front of the facility as
shown in the Figure 2 .
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